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It’s about freakin’ time, dude!

Western Pyrotechnics Association

By Tom Calderwood, V.P. Publications

P.O. Box 990
Fontana, CA 92664

Yah—it sure is. This newsletter is late, but not due to lack of attention. Life sometimes gets in
the way and the best thing we can do is shed some of the load. This isn’t to say the newsletter is
not important to me, but there were things that needed to be taken care of.

E-mail: Tom@WesternPyro.org
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Welcome to the first e-Newsletter for the WPA! I’m keeping the newsletter format for now
until we get the “official” word. During the Annual Business Meeting, we put the on-line newsletter on a one-year probation period. I will have a different format for the next version, and a
3rd version as well. At next year’s Business Meeting, I will query to see what folks generally like
and we’ll run with that. Personally, I think a ‘newsletter’ should be in a rather news-ush format,
but that doesn’t mean we can’t change, eh!
The one thing I found out was the number of people who either didn’t submit their e-mail address or have not updated them. The primary form of communication of the newsletter will be
through the list and email so please be sure to update us if there are any changes.
The first/primary source of information from the newsletter is the WPA Mailing List. I beg,
plead, and generally make a juvenile pets of myself trying to get articles for the newsletter. If you
have something that you think would be of interest, then LET ME KNOW!!! This newsletter is
by us, for us. I’m just the weenie to put it all together.
While there are plenty of thanks from WWB, I know that we are currently planning the next
Do It. We have to get past the 4th (for some, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th…) before we can do
much of anything else. So IF you have an experience for the 4th (or whatever), either positive or
negative, constructive or critical, try to keep us in mind and send me a write up. I’m sure we’d all
like to learn about the 4th not only from the display operator side, but also the neighborhood
picnic angle as well! As always, stay safe, stay green, and be sure to snort some smoke. - Tom

Important Notice:
The Western Pyrotechnic Association, Inc., also known as the WPA, is a non-profit group of fireworks professionals and their apprentices. This newsletter is a
vehicle for their exchange of information in this craft and the right to publish this information is guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States of America. Nonetheless, readers are urged to learn and obey all laws and regulations of all federal, state, and local jurisdictions and of their agencies and representatives.
Some information herein may contain incomplete descriptions of fireworks techniques based on the experience of its author(s) in a controlled environment with
circumstances, and conditions different from the reader. Readers must form their own opinion as to the application of this information. This information is
considered documentary in nature and no opinion is given as to its suitability or use. No warranties are made either expressed or implied, including but not limited
to warranties of the accuracy of the information herein. The WPA is not responsible for the opinions of authors or mistakes in printing. All information is intended solely for viewing by members of the Western Pyrotechnic Association, Inc. and its associates. The WPA's entire liability and anyone else's remedy shall be
a refund of the subscription price. In no event shall the WPA, or its officers, or the editor, be held liable for any damages whatsoever arising out of use or inability to
use the information in this publication, even if said parties have been advised of the possibility of such damages. This publication is published by and is the sole
property of the copyright owner, and is not to be sold or reproduced in whole or in part without written consent of the editor and publisher. The contents of
this newsletter are Copyright 2006. All Rights Reserved by the Western Pyrotechnic Association, Inc., or the author(s), if so indicated, and is re-published by
permission of the copyright owner. Any previous agreement to allow any one to re-publish any material from the WPA, Inc. Newsletter is revoked and void as of
March 1, 1995. Reproduction without permission will be deemed a purchase and implied authorization by the user to accept billing and make payment of a
minimum $50 user's fee per instance of use. Distribution is limited to paid subscribers. Submission of written material, graphics, and photographs dealing
with pyrotechnics or fireworks, related technologies or activities of, and information to the benefit of the members of the WPA, Inc. are gladly solicited. All
submissions become the property of the Western Pyrotechnic Association, Inc., and may be edited or rejected for any reason. No payment is made for submissions and submitted materials cannot be returned.
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What’s Happening!

By Pete Wood, WPA President 2008
First off, those of us reading this article
will be doing so via the WPA’s FIRST electronic newsletter! For those of you who were
NOT at the General Business Meeting at
WWBXX, it was voted on and approved by
the membership attending, to take our once
hard copy newsletter and put it in an e- format. This effort has been spearheaded and
developed by our VP of Publications, Tom
While I’ve thanked the above-mentioned
Calderwood and with assistance from our
participants, I would like to personally
VP, Kelly Goebel. Thanks to the both of you
thank our WWBXX event Chairman, Kief
for your time and efforts in this transition,
Adler, for his countless hours of emails, city
and as all new projects have bumps in the
meetings, and his superb organizational
road, time will smooth these bumps and I
skills, to provide us all with an event not to
am confident this will be not only a money
be soon equaled. His continued dedication
saver for the club, but a welcome upgrade
and involvement to the club is truly an asfor all. Remember – if you have a great pyro
set for us all and appreciated more than I
tale, formula, display experience or just need
can put into words. THANK YOU Kief!
to vent, the newsletter is the place to start.
I would also, like to thank Steve Wilson,
Let’s be honest – Do you really just want to
who despite all odds, managed to bring back read my ramblings, the BOD’s reports and
to the club, long time past members who
see some advertisements?
showed all of us, a chronological progresWe have the talent and the members who
sion of past to present-day pyrotechnic
can turn a relatively low input newsletter
magic. It was truly amazing and a joy to me
into one full of new, old and interesting inpersonally, to see some of these past memformation, whether you are a long time
bers once again, who were active in my early
member or a new one, we want (and need) to
days of membership in the WPA. Steve gave
hear from you. It’s our club and our newslethis all, in time, effort and resources to bring
ter, but it needs our input to make it hapto us, a diverse look at our art and craft. For
pen. For more info on this, contact Tom Calthis I THANK YOU Steve, and want you to
derwood, at tom@westernpyro.org and I’m
know your efforts and participation were
sure
he’ll appreciate it.
very much appreciated and enjoyed. OK –
enough about the past. Let me move on to
upcoming events.
As of this writing, four months has passed
since WWBXX, and while the event has
passed, the memories of such a superb
event remain. I’ll take a few lines here, and
thank all the attendees, vendors, display
companies, Staff and BOD’s for their support of the WPA’s 20th anniversary celebration.

Greetings from your new Treasurer!
Debra Ludwig, Treasurer
Since taking office on April 1st I have been very busy getting my home office organized and joining
the BOD in my duties. The transition from Ann to me went very smooth. I look forward to meeting
all of you at one of the club’s future events. Do-it is just around the corner and I’m excited to be
going this year. Everyone have an awesome summer and safe/fun 4th of July!!!
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From Your VeeP
By Kelly Goebel

Winter Blast. Do you remember your
first one? I sure do, but it’s certainly not
the most memorable. I’d have to say, without a doubt, that our 20th Blast will be hard
to beat. All of us have already expressed
our sincere gratitude to the many people
who had a hand in putting it on. So I’ll
save that and skip right to what I loved the
most: the pure unadulterated awe.

it was like taking them back to Legos and
Tinker Toys. It was just brilliant to watch.
My point? We need to increase our numbers with likeminded quality folks that will
spread the word of our responsible love for
fireworks. So if you have the opportunity,
there is no greater reward than bringing that
joy to the child in us all. Invite someone
new to our events. Despite all of the regulations we must now endure as hobbyists and
professionals, this is really about the fun.
It’s why we got into fireworks in the first
place – right?

My good friend Greg and I introduced two
of our buddies to the Blast in February.
They’ve crewed some shows and finally took
the leap of faith to join the club and check
out an event. The looks on their faces when
masterful fire danced across a racetrack;
the cartoonish laughter after a wall of ghost
mines. The shell-building seminar we took,

My best wishes to you all for a safe and
happy 4th of July.
Kelly Goebel
WPA Vice President, 2009

Products to Dazzle Your Crowds!
•
•
•
•

I’d like to take this small space to specifically thank Dr.
Rasmussen. It is unique that his business is not directly
related to pyro (well, it may be for some… :D ), but he has
found us worthy to be sponsored by his corporate membership. Thanks, Dr. Rasmussen!
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Quantities from Single Shell to Full Containers
Full Line of Shells, Angel Cakes, Finale
Cakes & Roman Candles
Importing the best from Japan, China,
Taiwan, Spain and Mars.
3” to 16” Mortar Sales—HDPE & Fiberglass

•

Electronic Firing Systems

•

Annual Training & Demo Shoots

Visit our web site
at:
www.premierpyro.
com
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Winterblast XX: One Hell of a Great Time!
By Kief Adler
Thinking back to the end of Winterblast 19, I really thought that it was
time for me to take a break from chairing or co-chairing duties and kick back
for a while. But when I thought about
our 20th anniversary bash, I knew exactly what I wanted to see happen and I
stepped back in to see if I could pull it
off. As the months went by, and our
economy went under, I worried that we
wouldn’t be able to raise the funds that
we needed nor get the attendance necessary. Fortunately, I was wrong on
both accounts. If you were there, then
you were part of one of the best Winterblast’s ever. If you weren’t able to attend, well you missed one great, great
Blast!
Sometimes it’s the little things that
work so well and getting to fence off a
portion of the parking lot for member
parking was one of those. After so
many years of fighting the general public for parking spaces, we had our own,
separate, parking area and it worked
beautifully. Coupled with that was our
new RV parking area which seemed to
work perfectly, too (hats off to Kirby
Nellis for handling the RV’s for us).
Also for the first time, Winterblast
was a 5 day event. This not only gave
our manufacturer’s another day to

Classified Ads
With each classified ad, WPA Lifetime
Member Bill Daly would ask for used PyroPak firing systems. It is with deep sadness that his simple ad will no longer appear due to his untimely passing. Our
thoughts and prayers go to his family.
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build, it gave the rest of us an extra day of
seminars, fireworks and, of course, Afterglows! Another first was getting a local
business, Mudshark’s, to step up as a
Winterblast sponsor. They hosted a great
Afterglow for us on Wednesday night, as
well as providing us with free beer and
pizza. Scott, Mudshark’s owner, has
promised to keep up his good work!
If you purchased Class B fireworks from
Flying Phoenix, then you also got to work
with our new bunker system, which was
handled so well by Roxanne Crooks and
Dennis Miele. Their work was perfect and,
for once, I have a set of records to show to
the ATF that’s neat, clean and easy to
read! Thanks to you both for a great job.
Another first for Winterblast 20 was having two public displays: one on Friday
night by A.M. Pyrotechnics and the traditional Saturday display by Pyro Spectacular’s. Both displays were completely over
the top and I can’t wait to see the video so
that I can see them again. But there was
way more than these two shows that dazzled us. Homeland Fireworks, from
Jamieson, Oregon, made their first Winterblast appearance and put on a beautifully
choreographed show on Thursday night.
Fireworks America served up sentimental
tribute for our former secretary, Rita Oesterle. Our friends from Premier Pyrotechnics served up our closing show on Sunday as well as a teaser show on Friday that
illustrated how much fun you can have
shooting fireworks horizontally! Add to
this Bill Zuber’s nightly gas and ghost
mines, the cracker gang with their giant
X’s and Bruce’s high altitude rockets, and
the nightly demos were PACKED with pyro!
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A member’s showcase orchestrated by
Steve Wilson was the most ambitious
showcase to date. Using mostly member
made product, Steve showed all of us
what we’re capable of doing… including a
two 24” shells! Were there problems with
the show? Sure, but it was an amazing
effort and let’s remember that this was a
member’s showcase, not a public display.
In spite of some production glitches, we
got to see some spectacular effects.
Thanks to all who helped make this possible.
Every year that I run Winterblast I
promise myself that I’m going to send
thank you letters out to everyone involved and, sadly, rarely have. After taking off so much time for the Blast itself, I
find myself playing catch-up once I’m
back home. Suddenly the weeks stretch
to months and these thank you letters
don’t get sent, for which I apologize.
However, besides your Board of Director’s who all work hard during the year
for our benefit, there is a core group of
people that returns year after year to
make Winterblast what it is. Sadly, the
printer for the Winterblast program used
the wrong file when printing the staff list
for Winterblast 20 so many of you never
knew all who were involved. What follows at the end of this article is a full
staff list. My heartfelt thanks goes out to
all of you for the hard work that you do
each year. Special thanks goes out to
my co-chair, Kelly Goebel, who not only
sits on the Board, but also took a big
seat at Winterblast, too.
There are many events in my life that I
will always look forward to. Enjoying
Winterblast with my fellow pyros is one
of them. See you in February in Lake
Havasu City!
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Kief Adler
Kelly Goebel
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Mike Hill
Pete Wood
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Tim King
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Staff
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Security
Safety
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Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
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Co-Chair
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Registration
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Chair
Co-Chair
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Richard Haase
Charles Eriksen
Richard L Smith
John Fallon
Matt Del Castillo
Kevin Del Castillo
Bill McGregor
Bryan Dwinell
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Dennis Miele
Randy Baranek
John Dicks
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Bill Ryan
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Kathy Bauer
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Allen Lillie
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Lynden King
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Western Pyrotechnic Association
Meeting Minutes
November 12, 2008
I.

Pete called to order the teleconference meeting of the Western
Pyrotechnic Association at 7:10 p.m. on 11/12/2008.

II.

Roll Call:
Pete Wood, President
Kelly Goebel, Vice President
Tom Calderwood, Vice President: Publications
Ann Huffman, Treasurer
Kathy Bauer, Interim Secretary
Kief Adler, WWB20 Chairman

III. Approval of minutes:
No previous minutes to approve
IV. WWB20 discussion:
Kief Adler presented the following information to the board for
discussion:
• The staff list had been created for the upcoming 20th Anniversary Winter Blast.
• He is still working on the choice of food vendor for the
event, with new choices being considered along with past
food vendors. Good news about new sponsorship for the
club and afterglows.
• There will be a new parking area at Sara Park for WPA
members only. It will consist of the lower 2/3rd of the parking area. Signs will be created to distinguish the clubs parking area.
• Members will access Sara Park using the back road, instead
of the main entrance. Signs will be created for directions
that will be needed.
• A motion was made, and passed, for a 2nd public display at
this winter blast. Kief is soliciting donations to off-set the
extra expense. This will be special to the 20th anniversary
Winter Blast, due to the extra day of celebration.
• The radio communication at the winter blast were discussed
and it was noted the need for separate channels for safety,
emergency, security, etc. This will help the mass of chatter
during the event.
V,

Secretary Report
• Secretary reported that 97 members, including 5 new members, have paid membership dues for 2009, to date.
• New post office box has been set up in Fontana.

VI. Treasurer’s Report
• Treasurer reported the current bank balance was $49,126.52.
• DO-IT profit and loss was presented:
•
Do It had a gross profit of $2,560.94. A very good
year for Do-It.
VII. Publications Report
• Tom reported he is actively looking for articles for the current newsletter to be published soon.
• He has investigated bulk mailing rates of $.38 for postage of
the newsletter.
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VIII.Old Business
• Post event for Do-It was discussed.
• Registration went well.
• The new badge machine worked well. WWB20 badges and
Membership Cards for 2009 will be made with the badge machine. Membership Cards for 2009 will be given out at
WWB20. Those not in attendance will have theirs mailed to
them.
• The membership data base has been given to the Interim Secretary.
IX. New Business:
• Upcoming board positions that will be up for election/reelections at February’s meeting include secretary and VP publications.
• Clarifications of the Treasurer and Secretary’s responsibilities
was discussed. There are a few items under the duty of the
Secretary that are being considered to be transferred to the
Treasurer’s duties. It was decided to table the discussion to a
future meeting after more consideration.
• The board also discussed the possible change of Board positions to create a Secretary/Treasure position and a Membership/Registration position. No decision was made at this time.
Adjournment:
Pete adjourned the meeting at 9:57 p.m.
Minutes submitted by:

Kathy Bauer

Minutes approved by:

WPA Board of Directors, 3/19/2009

2009 W.P.A.
Board of Directors
President
Pete Wood
pete@westernpyro.org
Vice President
Kelly Gobel
kelly@westernpyro.org
Secretary
Kathy Baird
kathy@westernpyro.org
Treasurer
Deborah Ludwig
deb@westernpyro.org
V.P. of Publications
Tom Calderwood
tom@westernpyro.org
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Minutes of Annual Meeting of the Western Pyrotechnic Association
February 15, 2009

1.

The meeting was called to order at 10:10 a.m. by Pete Woods, president, presided. All members of the Board of Directors were in attendance
as well as at least1 0% of the general membership to meet the quorum requirements.

2.

Pete gave a few minutes to the remembrance of Rita Oesterle, our secretary, who past away during the past year.

3.

Approval of the WPA 2008 annual meeting minutes: The minutes, having been published in the WPA newsletter, were approved.

4.

Approval of the WWB20 Staff Compensation Policy by Kief Adler. The WBXX staff chairs received 1 extra night & meals as the only difference from previous years, due to this Winter Blast being 1 night longer.
Motion: Kief Adler
Seconded:

5.

Treasurer’s Report: A printed Treasurer report was available for the members.
Treasurer reported all events in 2008, WinterBlast, Pryo Playa and Do-it were profitable.

6.

Registration for WWB20
Total attendance for WWBXX is 727 people.
WPA membership for 2009 stands at 657 members paid to date.

7.

Publications Report: Tom Calderwood reported the cost of the clubs’ newsletter was becoming increasingly more expensive. Motion was
placed before the members to have the newsletter on-line, on the web site in a PDF format for all members to access.
Motion: Gary Lillich
Seconded:
Motion Passes.

8.

President proposed amending the bylaws to change some of the duties of the secretary and treasurer. Handouts were available to the members
describing the changes which included transferring of some of the secretary duties to the treasurer, because these duties seem to be done by the
treasurer anyway. Much discussion followed. It was decided the Board would check further to see if these changes are officially permitted by
rules governing organizations.

9.

John Dicks presented current information he has looked into for the club holding the event Do-It at a different venue in the future. John gave
information about 3 different possible locations, with pros and cons for each location. John will continue to investigate these locations about
permits needed, and transporting the clubs equipment from present location to new location. The advantages of changing the location would
be longer shooting hours and manufacturing. He hopes to have more information by June and will be back in touch.

10. The honor of WPA Lifetime Membership was awarded to Chris Spurrell for his years of service and sharing of his knowledge of pyro.
11. Trade Show Report by Lynden King, WBXX chairman, told the members that the changes and tent improvements made at this years event
were successful, with no major complaints received thus far.

12. Kief Adler reported on the BATFE and the WPA.

He stated the inspection went well and the inspector was very cooperative.

13. OLD BUSINESS:

Discussion of the WPA newsletter presented as a downloadable document on line for members only. It was decided to try
it for 1 year and discuss again at next years meeting.

14. NEW BUSINESS:
•
•
•
•
•

Raven Marquez gave a suggestion of better seminar equipment, such as large screen projector/monitor/tv to be purchased, leased, or
rented for WBXXI.
Some members would like to see a coffee cart on site.
Gary Lillich announced that all who have attended all WWB for the past 20 years would meet for a group photo for the newsletter.
Bill Ryan, manufacturing chairman, reminded everyone that there should be no pictures taken of members during manufacturing unless
prior permission is obtained by each manufacturer.
It was suggested that next year should have open shooting during demo shows. The Board and WWB Chairman will consider the loss of
shooting time by demos.

•

Some would like to see manufacturing open earlier and/or shooting be delayed until 6pm. It was agreed that no time should be taken
away from open shooting time.
15. ELECTIONS: Positions for consideration this year included, Vice President, Vice President in charge of Publication, Treasurer, Secretary,
and area VPs
• Vice President:
• Nominated: Kelly Goebel – ran unopposed
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•
•
•
•

Treasurer: Nominated: Debbie Ludwig Nominated: Dorris
Hennings
• Debbie Ludwig, Treasurer by majority vote
Secretary:
• Nominated: Kathy Bauer – ran uopposed
Vice President: Publications
• Nominated: Tom Calderwood – ran unopposed
Area VP

San Diego:
Los Angeles:
No.Calif/Central Valley
No.Calif/Bay Area
No.West
Arizona/Nevada
Rocky Mountains
Texas
Eastern/Foreign
Hawaii
Alaska
Canada

Susan Baldwin
Frances Raven Marquez
Lynden King
Steve Wilson
Bill Zuben
Mike Hill
Charley Wilson
unfilled
Joseph Domanico
Richard Rasmussen
Jackie Whedbie
Tim McIvor

Motion to adjourn meeting: motion carried. Meeting adjourned at 11:50 a.m.
Respectfully submitted
Kathy Bauer, WPA Secretary

Western Pyrotechnic Association
Meeting Minutes
March 19, 2009
I.

Pete called to order the teleconference meeting of the Western
Pyrotechnic Association at 7:09 p.m. on 3/19/2009.

II.

Roll Call:
Pete Wood, President
Kelly Goebel, Vice President
Tom Calderwood, Vice President: Publications
Ann Huffman, Out Going Treasurer
Debbie Ludwig, Incoming Treasurer
Kathy Bauer, Secretary
Kief Adler, WWBXX co-chairman

www.holatron.com

III. Approval of teleconference minutes from Nov. 12, 2009. Seconded by Ann Huffman approved by all.
IV. Approval of the WWBXX staff comp policy by Kief Adler.
Seconded and approved by all.
V.

Secretary Report:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

by Kathy

672 current members
446 Regular members
93 Spouse members
99 new members
16 students
8 corporate members
10 life members

VI. Treasurer’s Report by Ann

•

Western Pyrotechnic Association Profit & Loss Statement
from 4/1/08 to 2/06/09 was discussed.
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info@fireworksamerica.com
www.fireworksamerica.com
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•
•
•
•
•

Western Winter Blast XX profit/loss was discussed
Extra expenses at this Winter Blast that are not usual included the extra day added to the anniversary blast and the extra public display
added for this special Winter Blast.
An investment in the new badge machine and its supplies were also an added expense to the profits for this fiscal year
Insurance payment is due in July 2009, Board of Directors insurance is due December 2009.
Treasurer report to be printed in the newsletter.

VII. Publications Report by Tom

•
•
•
•

On line newsletter was discussed. Tom and Kelly working on double checking email list for members.
Cost effectiveness of the online version vs printing and mailing newsletter was discussed.
Discussion about how to get newsletters for members who do not have emails and/or computer access or knowledge. It was suggested
that newsletters be printed in pdf format and mailed to those without computers.
Newsletter articles and advertising were discussed. It’s hard to get articles from members to add to the newsletter. Is there enough newsworthy information for more than 3 newsletter per year.

VIII.Old Business

•
•

•

•

•

•

Tom discussed the performance of the new badge machine. The machine was tested out at Do-it and was in full operation by WWBXX. The
members liked the new badges and membership cards. The machine performed well, with a few jams here and there; mainly due to the
amount of ink it takes to make the black background and the two sided badges.
Another discussion was brought up about the transfer of duties the treasurer is performing that the bylaws state are the duties of the secretary,
and vice versa. No decision was made at this time due to the recent change of treasurer and secretary. Once each becomes familiar with their jobs the board will discuss further.
The board discussed the possible need for longer shooting hours at
WPA events. Extra time was taken from WWBXX due to the
extra nights’ public display and traffic leaving the park by the
back road. This should not be a problem at the next event.
Also was discussed that open shooting continue during demo
show. It was agreed that this would be disruptive to the demos,
and possibly disrespectful to those volunteering their time and
product for members’ enjoyment. Possibly extending Do-it shooting time. Since it doesn’t get dark until later, it is difficult to open
shooting earlier. Possibly if Do-It gets moved to someplace that
can handle later shooting the shooting hours can be increased.
Members have voiced a desire for a coffee cart at events. The
board discussed this and believe the food vendor on site for members should have coffee available and do not see the need for anything else at this time.
Discussion of the future leasing, rental or purchase of Audio/Visual equipment for seminars. The BOD would entertain the
idea of renting equipment if it’s available in Lake Havasu, or if
the presenter would arrange for their own equipment and let the
BOD know the costs, if they wish reimbursement, before the
event to see if there are funds available for the equipment. Winter
Blast XXI chairman and seminar chairman should be contacted if
there is a presenter who is interested.

IX. New Business:

•
•
•

New board members discussed their duties and responsibly.
Registration Chairman for WWBXXI: Don Oesterle has volunteered to stay on as registration chairman for the next year.
On site transportation and parking for handicapped at events was
tabled until next meeting due to time restraints of the teleconference.

Adjournment: Pete adjourned the meeting at 9:58 p.m.
Minutes submitted by:

Kathy Bauer

www.pyronovelties.com
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Transportation of Fireworks by Hobbyists
June 2009 Update
By Doug Mawhorr
By now, you may have heard matters regarding the ATF’s
latest interpretation of the Regulations that was released
in the ATFE’s latest issue of the ATF Explosive Industry
Newsletter (“June Newsletter”). It was released on
6/15/09. In the June Newsletter, the ATF discusses several issues that directly affect and impact the fireworks
industry, both hobbyist and professional. I want to make
sure the WPA Board and thus its members are aware of
the changes.
ATF:
Some history is required here:
On May 24, 2003, the Safe Explosives Act took effect. This
required an ATF license for ALL transportation of regulated explosives on public roads. “Public roads” means
anything off your personal property. A User Limited ATF
license will allow intrastate transportation.An ATF license,
of any type greater than User Limited, is required for interstate transportation.
In 2006, the ATF conducted an enforcement operation at
the Appleton PGI convention. Though no material was
seized and no persons were charged, this created a problem that we felt needed to be addressed.
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To that end, on December 11, 2006, John Brooke and
Represntatives of the PGI met with ATF and DOT personnel at ATF HQ. Representing ATF at that meeting
were, among others, ATF Co-Chief Counsel, Teresa Ficaretta, Arson and Explosives Division Explosives Industry Branch Programs Chief Gary Bangs, and his
immediate superior, Mark Jones, the Deputy Division
Chief.
An agreement was arrived at, endorsed by ATF Counsel, that a member of a club could transport hobbyist
materials to a club event under the club ATF license.
An agreement was also reached whereby it was determined that travel requiring an overnight stay would
still be interpreted as transportation and that no magazine storage would be required. Table of distances requirements would be in force, however, but cars would
not count as occupied structures, so parking lots would
have sufficed so long as the vehicle was locked. The
details of and permissions granted under this agreement have previously been published in some detail
and I will not reiterate those details here.
Though we asked ATF to reduce this agreement to writing, no written response was ever provided to the questions we posed. These questions have now been anWPA Newsletter, Volume 20, Issue 1

swered in the June 2009 ATF Explosives Industry Newsletter.
For two and a half years, this verbal agreement was honored.
No other interpretation was offered and enforcement was consistent with the agreements reached in 2006 by ATF.
DOT did not offer any changes in regulatory interpretation at
this meeting and none were requested of DOT.
The ATF regulation interpretation has now changed. The permissions previously afforded members to transport under a
club license have been unilaterally rescinded and previous
permissions granted must be considered as revoked.
If you are a non-ATF-licensed hobbyist:
1) You may continue to make and use regulated explosives for
your own non-commercial enjoyment on your own property and must comply with lawful storage requirements.
2) You may NOT transport that material to a club event on
the club license.
3) You may transfer your material to an ATF license holder.
BUT, you may NOT transport the material off your property to that license holder. An ATF license holder may
come to you, collect your material, create a record of acquisition, and then transport the materials to his magazine, logging them in properly. This is NO longer your
material. The transfer must remain NON-COMMERCIAL.
No payment for this service may be made by you to the
license holder nor any payment made to you for the material. The license holder may bring this non-commercial
material to an ATF-licensed-club event and transfer the
material to the possession of the club. The club must create a record of acquisition. If you are a member of the
club, with the club’s permission, you may then be allowed
to fire said material at that club event. But, the material
can never be returned to your possession.

Remember, a license holder may still grant you permission to store material in his or her magazine, so,
while a license is required for transportation, you need
not have storage on your property. As an example, a
member of a licensed fireworks club could:
1) obtain a user, non-limited ATF license;
2) make fireworks for his own enjoyment at the club
site;
3) store the material in the club’s magazines, after
obtaining written permission to do so; and,
4) then collect the material and transport it, without
any DOT constraints, to the club event or other
event, so long as NO compensation is provided for
your doing so (you must remain non-commercial).
In closing, this is, in my opinion, bad news and certainly makes life more complicated, but, for all but a
few hobbyists, there are still solutions that will allow
you to continue to enjoy your hobby. Whatever you
choose to do, please do so lawfully. If you have any
questions, feel free to contact me by email.
Douglas K. Mawhorr
BROOKE ♦ MAWHORR, PC
Attorney at Law
112 East Gilbert Street
Muncie, IN 47305
T: 765/ 741-1375
F: 765/ 288-7763
dmawhorr@brookemawhorr.com

From this point forward, with NO EXCEPTIONS:
You MUST have an ATF User Limited License for ANY intrastate (within your state, crossing NO state boundary lines)
transportation of regulated explosive materials, whether in
commerce or not. You must have an ATF license, of any type
greater than User Limited, which is required for ANY interstate transportation of regulated explosives.
Further, as if that news were not enough, you are now in
transportation ONLY while en route and moving. Whether or
not you are an ATF license holder, if you stop overnight, your
material MUST either be placed in a lawful magazine or, in a
locked and attended vehicle AT THE DISPLAY SITE.
Given the recent changes in ATF interpretation of explosives
rules that rescind these two key allowances previously afforded hobbyists as published in the June Newsletter, if you
are not 100% certain you are lawfully transporting fireworks
(non-commercial, ATF license holder) do not even think about
doing so this year. If you can find a license holder to come
collect your material and are willing to part with it, as described above, this is your only remaining option to be a nonlicensed hobbyist manufacturer and shoot your material at
club events held at sites other than on your property. Otherwise, your best course would be to obtain an ATF license and
a contingency storage letter from a license holder or to establish proper storage on your own premises.
WPA Newsletter, Volume 20, Issue 1
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WPA Corporate Members
Combined Specialties

We would like to take this space to express our heart-felt thanks to our corporate members. These are folks who recognize that the health and longevity of
pyrotechnic clubs and organizations is
responsible in part of the continued success of fireworks in America.

Woodbury, MN

Fireworks & Stage FX
Lakeside, CA

Flying Phoenix
Riverton, WY

Premiere Pyrotechnics
Richland, MO

Pyro Novelities

The WPA is reliant on our corporate
members continued support for the
health of our club, especially in these
hard economic times.

La Habra, CA

Holatron Systems, LLC
Honolulu, HI

Dr. Richard Rasmussen
Wailuka, HI

When we say “Thank You”, it is not a
meaningless phrase. We really mean it.

Thank you ALL for your continued
support of the WPA!

Some WWB Memories
The happy guy in B bunker is my husband, John Riccio, a three-year member of WPA, who loves Winter
Blast with all his heart.
Last year, he brought me, and this year, I joined. What
a great time. I took a lot of photos of all the fun. Every
afternoon around 4, we'd go to the bunkers and wait
for Roxanne and Dennis to pick up product. Then we'd
head down to the line to fire John's salutes at sunset.
That's all he bought this year; he loves those big
booms.

We have a group of friends, including member Mike Valdez (right in photo) and safety officer Billy Schultz
(center), shown in the other photo with Johnny (left) at B
line. James White, your security-safety-fireman allaround staffer was with us a lot, too.
A great time, inspiring, exciting and wondrous. We're all
kids again.
Thanks!!!
Kim Clifford
Freeport, Maine
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Pasting a 24” Shell
Pictures and comments by Steve Wilson

24" shell on WASP 24 being paste wrapped. This was done in two phases
to speed up drying. It took about 2.5 hours to paste each shell completely.
FYI, it took Devon about 3 weeks to paste his first couple 24" shells!
Jim Widmann poses with his marvelous machine. The machine shown was shipped to
Havasu in 3 smaller boxes to save on freight.

Steve Wilson, instigator of the project, and the two
completely wrapped shells in the showcase magazine.

Photo #5: Photo was destroyed by Devon Dickenson's
manager and paparazzi photographer is buried somewhere in Area 51.
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Pyro humor. 130+ pound shells were challenging for 2 guys
to move with all 4 hands!
WPA Newsletter, Volume 20, Issue 1

Winterblast XX –
Cause one more X would make it illegal!!
By Greg Dandurand
I awoke and looked out the window. Clear
skies, but I could feel the bitter cold through
the pane of glass separating me from the rest
of New Jersey. Christmas morning at Mom’s
house, always good to be home. I put on my
Spongebob slippers and ran out to the living
room, all exited and ready to burst. As my
Mom and her boyfriend watched, I jumped up
and down screaming, “ONLY 49 MORE DAYS
UNTIL WINTERBLAST!” I barely felt the sting of
the tranquilizer dart as I crumpled to the floor,
my brother climbing down from the tree, removing his camouflage jacket. Alas, though my
Mom’s Christmas tree was fake, the deer stand
was real. Thankfully, the four-inch purple shag
carpeting broke my fall. The rest of the family
went back to enjoying their morning coffee in
peace. I awoke for the second time that morning, while in the middle of a dream about kissing a beautiful blonde, to find my brother’s
golden retriever licking bacon grease from my
nose. He had struck again. The rest of the
week was an interesting game of give and take,
I was glad to return to Arizona to wait the special week in February.
Leaving Phoenix on the Tuesday of WWB, I
drove the familiar route to Lake Havasu City,
my white stallion of a car galloping across the
desert, and along the Colorado River. Who was
that masked man? The only silver bullets I
had, however, was some Coors Light in the
trunk, they had been rolling around for a while
and were deposited in the trash at Parker.
Pulling into the parking lot of the Quality Inn
(or whatever it was named this time), I saw the
familiar personalized California plates; PYRO,
I(heart)PYRO, FRWRKS, JAKNLWD, etc. and
knew I was in the right place.
Mudsharks was having a little pre-WWB
party that night, I walked across the street and
was glad to be greeted warmly by Kief, with his
hand out, looking for $20 to cover my admission to the “exclusive” party. Moving from
group to group, I soon realized that it was getting late and the bar folk were kicking us out
WPA Newsletter, Volume 20, Issue 1

so they could close down. Finishing a conversation with some other diehards in the restaurant
parking lot, I asked if the best way to get to the
hotel was to just climb the hill and jump that
little railing. The others suggested that I walk
around, but I knew I could make it. After hauling my butt up the boulder-strewn hillside, I
looked behind me to see the others across the
street, watching me with great interest and even
greater amusement. That “little railing” turned
out to be a lot taller up close, with some nice,
pointy tops that would make Vlad the Impaler
proud. Balancing myself on the sewer cleanout
for the entire hotel (it was a big piece of pipe!), I
tried to get some leverage to fling over the fence.
I just couldn’t get the physics right, and not
wanting to be a CPSC fireworks related impaling,
I tried to figure out my next move. Pulling out
my trusty cell phone, I was able to call a friend,
Rapunzel, who showed up, not to let down her
hair, but to hand me a chair, which I placed on
my side of the fence, climbed over the fence,
then reached through to retrieve the chair. There
was a smattering of applause from the few gathered at Mudsharks and I was able to go to bed
without part of the fence sticking in my leg (or
worse).
The next day found me out at SARA Park,
helping with the final touches of setup. Randy
Baranek and some of the others had done most
of the work digging in the B line (where I worked
Safety all weekend). Manufacturing was humming along, and I stopped in to say hi to all my
friends. The highlight of WWB XX was to be a
members built show, sandwiched between two of
the professional displays, so everyone was working hard to deliver their specialties to Steve Wilson, who was co-coordinating the entire effort. I
ran into Michelle, who inquired if I had seen
Steve yet. When I replied in the negative, she
said, “So I guess you have not heard about the
tutu?” “What about the tutu?”, I asked. She just
smiled and walked away. Later, after finding
Steve, he buttered me up a bit before asking if I
would wear a tutu for the “performance part” of
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the members
show. I told him
I would think
about it. That
night, I went to
work on the B
line, facilitating
the successful
launching of
member built
and prepurchased shells
in a safe, efficient manner.
OK, it is not that
easy, but I’ve
built a following
among the members, and our styles mesh well, so there are
few problems.
The next day I was walking through manufacturing. Winterblast is so busy that I don’t
get to spend a lot of time with everyone. I resolved that issue by trying to spend some time
each day talking to a different person for a few
minutes. I figure over the next ten years, I’ll
know everyone! I started talking with one of
the rocket guys.
He was using
some tooling he
had made that
came from an article in an older
pyrotechnic
magazine. The
subject changed
to the upcoming
members show. I
trust his opinion
and told him
about the tutu.
He said I was the
one guy in the
club that could
get away with it.
Later I told Steve it was a go. He seemed so
happy and started telling me about my bare
legs. “Whoa, whoa, whoa,” I said. I made it
clear I was going to wear my regular clothes,
with the tutu over it. He let it drop, after I assured him that I would make it look good.
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Finally, the big
day arrived, in the
ensuing chaos
that had become
the members
show, we were
able to get the two
16’s in and wire
the 24 that had
been built and donated by Devon
Dickenson and his
friends. The performance part was
changing by the
minute, all I knew
was that I would
be working with a
fire breather and a guy in an old west cowboy
suit. Carrying two large sparklers, my main concern was setting myself on fire. The main part of
the professional display was a show dedicated to
Rita Osterle, our late secretary, who had put so
much of her time into the club and was a friend
to all. Some of her ashes were placed in rockets
built by a member, and they went straight and
true. The show in her honor was spectacular, we
were all lost in our
own thoughts. Finally, the member
show was close to
starting. Earlier I
had tried on the
tutu. It didn’t go
above my knees, so I
had to modify the
crotch with my pocketknife (I removed
the tutu first). Putting it on for my big
performance, I asked
the guy holding the
flashlight if it made
my ass look big. He
almost dropped it, he
was laughing so hard. A hardhat with wings
(think the FTD man) completed the outfit. I went
to the track to await my cue. The show went as
well as could be expected, my dance with the fire
breather went well, considering we had no rehearsal time together. I liked the mad conductor,
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I think we could pull this off better if we coordinate beforehand next time. The locals put up with
our slow pace, and I think it was nice that we
showcased all the specialties our club is known
for. The afterglows were great, with Mudsharks
sponsoring one night. The other nights were held
at the host hotel, with Kief doing an excellent job
of holding back enough food to let the staff members who stay late to secure the site get a late
night snack.
Unfortunately, I didn’t make cleanup, owing to
a friend flying in and having to make an early
flight out of Phoenix. Y’all can shake your fingers

at me at Do-It, but I will work twice as hard,
I promise! We all had a lot of fun, I think
everyone involved deserves a pat on the
back. Remember, this club is all volunteer
and I saw a lot of new members help out. If
everyone gives just two hours over the
course of the event, it makes life easier on
the staff. The only regret I have is that I
never received the free “tit” breakfast advertised on the sign at the host hotel. Ah well,
there is always next year. See you all at DoIt!!

(I got the following note from a new member, Eric Mayer. I love these photos and I thought it would be great
to share them with the group! It really does show the meaning of “fire”works.)

Hello,
I made it to a WPA function for the first time this year, the Winterblast XX at Lake Havasu in Arizona. I picked up the WPA Newsletter and thought you might enjoy using my firework pictures.
I have a friend who works for Pyro Spectaculars in the San Francisco Bay Area. Every Fourth of
July, I, along with numerous other friends, help her put on the show for the cities of Pinole and
Hercules. Due to the location of the show, it is not possible to do an electric or set up all the shells
fore the show, so we manually load the show as it progresses. For me, it is the launch of the shells
out of the mortars that is more exciting then the shells bursting overhead. So when there are
enough to load and tend the shells, I take photographs.
The two photos named Fireworks and Liftoff were taken with 35mm Minolta anywhere from 1996
(when I started) to 2005. The two named 4th of July were from 2008 with my new digital camera.
-Eric Mayer

4th of July!

Fireworks!

Liftoff!
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